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Multiple Footprints ~ Patrick Brown
‘I have been where the hand of man has never set foot.’

—quote from a forgotten explorer

D
espite the quaint mixed metaphor of the quote, the

excitement and the awe with which our explorer

regarded the hitherto untouched natural world remains

a fundamental human experience. It is not surprising, then,

that exploitation of the wilderness induces alarm over resulting

damage, even in those who have never seen it.

Nowadays, as human-cause climate change progresses,

there is nowhere on earth that has not felt the virtual hand, or

the foot, of man. The atmosphere we share takes our acts

everywhere.

This means we are now faced with environmental decisions

that seem to force us to decide between the local environmental

impacts of specific ‘green energy’ projects, and their

contribution to the reduction of worldwide global warming.

What makes such choices even more complicated is that there

is no ‘one size fits all’. We have to plan thinking carefully about

many bottom lines.

Climate Change Versus Wilderness
A case in point which has received much publicity recently is

the visit of well-known environmental activist Tzeporah

Berman to Plutonic’s Toba Inlet run-of-river power generation

site. Plutonic’s guest came back saying that the environmental

impact was not so bad after all, and worth it for the ‘clean’

power it would produce. We now seem to have a split between

the environmentalists who wish to fight climate change, and

those who want to retain the wilderness. 

Such an opposition breeds confusion rather than

enlightenment. 

Which Brings Us Back To Those
‘Footprints’

The idea of an environmental ‘footprint’ has been employed to

express nearly everything from the physical area changed by a

specific development, to the proportion of the world’s resources

required to maintain various lifestyles, ranging from North

American SUV drivers to Amazonian jungle dwellers

‘untouched by civilization.’ 

Despite its broad use, ‘footprint’ is a very useful concept and

can assist us in debating the trade-offs involved in making

decisions about green energy development.

All development, even conservation initiatives, have

footprints. Consider four main types of footprint:

1. The ‘visual’ footprint: the immediate and easily

discernible effects of a development—on ecosystems and

communities.

2. The cumulative footprint of not-so-local but
associated developments: for example the need for dams

to control irregular or unpredictable output of of ‘green’

projects or the need for long-distance high tension powerlines

to connect generation projects.

3. The economic footprint: locally, nationally, and

worldwide.

4. The footprint on the Earth: essentially climate

change considerations which must invoke the precautionary

principle.

Immediate Visual Impact
This may be what we first think of when we speak of

‘environmental impact’. In accessible areas, we measure it

simply: comparing the immediate geographical area as it

appeared before the development, and how it was afterward. 

The larger the project is visually and the greater the distance

from which it is visible, the greater the effect we tend to ascribe

to it. A road impacts an entire linear landscape with a width

much wider than the road itself; but an underground tunnel

may be regarded as having little impact on the land above it. A

power dam on a river creates a lake upstream and affects the

flow downstream; a run-of-river generation project may have

little impact either upstream or downstream, except for the

roads and powerlines that connect it to the outside.

However visibility is not the only measure of impact. Both

humans and animals are territorial, and their idea of territory

may extend far beyond what they can see. For animals, it is the

chance of encountering prey, predators, or another of the same

species. For humans, it is the idea of wilderness (which may be

the same thing). 

Digging Deeper: Cumulative Effects
Multiple projects within a limited area have overlapping

impacts. Power developments on two creeks on either side of a
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ridge impact the entire ridge, no matter how far away it may be.

The area that remains between the territorial impact of one

project and another may be too small, narrow, or disconnected

to be viable as wilderness, habitat, or a migration route.

Typically, government’s consideration of the environmental

footprint of a project in the wilderness is limited to the

immediate area directly cleared or disturbed, and the project is

considered in isolation, with no thought to any cumulative

effect of a number of projects (which may not be in sight of one

another) in a limited area. This is wrong and misleading.

The Not-So-Local Footprint
Humans do not build projects, particularly energy projects, in

isolation; they are always connected; if not by roads, railways,

pipelines, transmission lines, communication facilities, or other

permanent structures, then by systems. A ‘green’ power project

that generates electricity on a daily (solar), monthly (tidal), or

seasonal (run-of-river, solar) basis needs to be backed up with a

power storage facility, like a hydro-electric dam from which

power can be easily controlled, or a fueled generator which can

be turned up or down or off. Such a facility may be many miles

away from the ‘green’ project, yet its impact must be regarded

as part of the project’s footprint.

Overall, the entire system has to be immediately responsive

to demand: electrical generation particularly, since electricity

cannot be stored in large quantities.

It is at this system level that we have to consider alternatives

to a given project, and determine whether they are

complementary or competing. No project can be considered in

isolation from the system of which it is a part, or merely as an

‘add-on’ to what is already there, without identifying any

cumulative (or possibly negative) effects on the system and its

footprint.

The effects of irregularities in supply must also be included

in the system footprint. For example, electrical ‘brownouts’, or

outright supply interruptions may cause lighting reductions,

malfunctions in equipment or transportation facilities, or

deaths from the failure of life-sustaining medical equipment.

These problems may be ameliorated by using emergency

generators; these, too, have footprints. Our assessment of them

is generally risk-averse.

We have difficulty assessing the effects of events that, while

they may have a low probability of occurring, have serious or

even catastrophic results. Usually, we multiply their probability

by the cost of the event, and call that an ‘expected value’. For

catastrophes, however, such a calculation is not helpful,

particularly, as in the case of death, they are to be avoided at all

costs. 

A catastrophe has a very large footprint, which may come to

dominate the calculation at any level. A probability is generally

expressed as over a certain period of time; if that time period is

very long, it may be discounted altogether. But the event may

still happen, and sooner than expected.

The Economic Footprint
It has been said that ‘where you stand is where you sit,’ and

nowhere is this more true than in considering the economic

footprint. While a revenue versus cost calculation is a

convenient way of reaching a ‘bottom line’ decision, the fact

remains that this calculation looks different for each

stakeholder in a project.

For example, the economic footprint for a corporation

bidding on a public infrastructure project is quite different from

that of the government considering those bids, and not just

because a cost to one may be revenue to another. 

Different items will be included in each calculation; private

sector reckonings are distinguished by their disregard for costs

to others, or costs of effects—footprints—that cannot be easily

valued in dollars; these are often termed ‘externalities’. But

governments, with their responsibilities for the environment,

the citizens, and for peace and order, all over a much longer

period of time, should not disregard these effects.

Footprints, after all, are fundamentally the people’s—and

the government’s—business. Governments are often accused of

short-term thinking (say until the next election). Short term

thinking is wrong and misleading.

A final aspect of the economic footprint is the expectation of

further development resulting from a specific project.

Obviously, an increased supply of electricity makes growth

possible, though it may be impossible to predict what kind of

growth, where, and who might benefit. 

Also difficult is quantifying is the employment resulting

from the operation of a project. Often expressed through a

‘multiplier’ factor—one assured job will generate one or more

probable jobs—the method is fairly uncertain and does not give

a footprint value. 

The World Footprint
Which brings us to the Earth. There is considerable evidence that

the climate of Earth is generally warming, and also that the

warming is changing the nature of weather events, both in the

short term (storms, precipitation, heat waves) and the long term

(droughts, growing seasons). There have been other warming

periods, even within the last few millennia, but evidence shows

that current warming correlates with human-caused increases in

CO2 concentration and other atmospheric ‘greenhouse gases’. In

addition, through feedback mechanisms (changes in ocean

temperatures and levels, glacial melting, changes in cloud cover),

effects can be unpredictable.

However, projections from climate change models suggest

that, within a couple of generations, the conditions for life on

earth, particularly for humans as we now live, could change

significantly. As we see it now, any change would be for the

worse. No greater threat can be anticipated or even imagined.

Climate change is the ultimate footprint we must consider.

Decisions and Strategies
Human social, political, and economic decision-making
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systems have a great deal of trouble dealing with footprints

whose effects occur after our current generation has passed

away. Looking back into history, even during the century which

just ended, how much of life today was predicted? So

uncertainty rules.

One approach to uncertainty is to ask ‘what if?’ Another is to

follow the precautionary principle. Erring on the side of caution,

that principle tells us that we should avoid taking actions that

may give detrimental outcomes. If we can’t be certain of

outcomes—don’t do it.

No Automatic Trumping
It has been suggested that action to reduce the increasing

concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere must take

absolute priority. This suggestion attempts to bypass, indeed to

trump, any other footprint, without due debate. Leaving out

other footprints may even be self-defeating. It would be easy

just to consider this footprint but it would be wrong and

misleading.

Just as our approach to climate change is a combination of

the precautionary and the preparatory, so each development

project evaluation must consider all types of footprints: the

immediate environment, systems effects, economic effects, and

climate change—all, in fact, environmental. 

We need ways to compare the various footprints of different

projects, and of different strategies, and also to value

comparatively the types of footprints. No one footprint should

trump others.

Evaluation
At present, our evaluation is on a proponent-driven, project-by-

project basis. It considers only local footprints, and to some

extent the economic results for the proponent. Even which

projects are considered depends on the specific proposals that

happen to be made, or not made.

British Columbia needs an overall strategy for energy

development, one that takes a comprehensive look at footprints,

not simply project-specific evaluations.

It has been suggested that the BC Utilities Commission

powerline strategy study might start to answer this question, but

there is doubt that it can do even half a job. It has potential for a

‘tail wags dog’ result.

It’s time for much broader thinking. Can the public lead the

government into a more strategic approach, with multiple

footprints included? 0
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